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Abstraet 

In this work, we give a detailed review of the transition from the final state of 
the universe and the time-reversal anti-universe in the direction to the state of 
the big bang as a start of ati eternal cyclic evolution, i.e. these two states are 
related to one another, so that we can estimate their parameters and the lifetime 
of the sterile neutrinos. The -beginning of the universe and the anti-universe 
results from two equivalent energy uncertainties via one quantum fluctuation of 
the vacuum ( origin), so that they expand in the opposite time directions. These 
Euclidian universes are based on the zero-point oscillations. The dark matt�r as 
well as the dark energy are described via the massive sterile breakup neutrinos 
as well as the massless sterile neutrino decay and br�akup products, 
respectively. We estimate the rest energy of the photons, so that we can derive 
the quantum mechanical zero ... point velocity. This rest energy of the photons, 
which must be identical with the rest energy of the gravitons, is confirmed by 
the intergalactic magnetic field; In the framework of the ACDM_ model, we 
derive various Hubble "constants" for the different epochs of evolution of the 
universes in excellent agreement with the most recent observations in 2019. 
Thus, in future, we observe a slow linear expansion of the uniyerses instead of 
their accelerated expansion, i.e. their accelerated expansion is decelerated. Via 
a time-dependent cosmological ''constant", we solve generally the discrepancy 
between the vacuum energy of the Plc:lllck scale and the present-dark energy as 
a continuous transition in accordance with the quantum field theory. The same 
solution is obtained from the big bang to the final state of the univer·se, using 
again the Planck scale. 
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1 Introduction 

According to Ref. [1, 21, we consider a total {"massle.ss" ( 0 ➔ R88 s Rs Rr,) 
and massive ( R > RpI )} universe, where R88 << Rp1 and R s RpI describe ttie
radius distance of the big bang (BB} and of the "massless" universe, whereas 
Rr1 arid R > Rp1 are the Planck distance and the known scale ·factor, 
respectively. The denotation "massless" universe, we have applied because it 
contains mainly massless and nearly massless particles. It is determined by the 
gravitation [1, 2], whereas the massive universe is defined by a new inflation 
model [1-5] and the Friedmann-Lemaitre .Equations [1-12]. In Refs. [2-5], we 
have shown that these universes have a Euclidian geometry. 

In work [2], for the total ("massless" and massive) anti-universe, all 
assumptions derived from the known properties of the antiparticle, are 
completely correct. Unfortunately, in contrast to work [2], the work [1] gives a 
negative scale factor - R as one incorrect assumption instead of the correct 
positive scale factor R for the anti-universe. Thus, we define once more the 
correct assumptions for the anti-universe in this work with starting point, 
univers.e, (see Sec. 3.10). We propose that the total ("massless" and massive)) 
anti-universe had its existence in the past, i.e. for a negative time direction 
- oo +--- -t +--- -t88 +--- 0. Thus, for the anti-universe, because of its negative
time direction (from the big bang at -tBB to the past), the Friedmann
Lemaitre Equations provide an expanding anti-universe with the scale factors
greater than zero as well as the negative velocities - cs-vs O (see Table IV).
For the universe, we have the positive time direction (from the origin (big
bang at + t8B) to the future), so that the Friedmann-Lemaitre Equations yield 
an expanding universe with scale factors greater than zero as .well as positive 
velocities c � v > 0. Thus, the Friedmann-Lemaitre Equations give a time 
reversal solution, in which anti-universe and universe result ·from two 
equivalent energy uncertainties via the uncertainty relation by one quantum 
fluctuation of the vacuum (origin). 

In the works [l-4], we have uniquely estimated the rest energy of the light 
neutrinos and the supersymmetric grand unification particles. The works [1-4] 
show clearly that the massive universe (and anti-universe) are completely 
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Thus, this work is organized as follows. In Sec. i, we summarize the 
necessary equations and parameters. In Se�. 3, _for a better intelligibility of 
this work, we give a detailed re.view for the universe and the time-reversal 
anti-universe as an eternal cycle of evolution, whereat· we ,derive the 
transition from the final state of the massive universes in the direction to the 
big bang of the massless universe (Sec. 3.lY, the lifetime of the sterile 
neutrinos (Sec. 3.2), the constant volume of the sterile neutrinos (Sec. 3.3), 
the heat accumulation in the final state of the universe as a result of the very 
high energy density (Sec. 3.4), the mean (maximum) energy of the "massless" 
and massive universe (Sec. (3.5), the zero-point oscillations as an existence 
form of the massless universes (Sec. 3.6}, the particle horizon and the zero
point oscillations for the early and late massive universe (Sec. 3.7), the 
greatest possible gravitational energy and the hypothetical superforce of the 
particle interactions (Sec. 3.8), the very high temperature of the big bang (Sec. 
3.9),. the time reversal solution for anti-universe and universe (Sec. 3.10) as 
well as the eternal cyclic evolution for anti..:universe and universe (Sec. 3.11). 
In Sec. 4, we explain the present dark matter and 'dark energy via the special 
proper�ies of the sterile neutrinos. In Sec. 5, we give a reasonable argument 
for the new thermal equilibrium via the light neutrinos. In Sec. 6, we estimate· 
the rest energy of photons and gravitons including conclusions.· In Sec. 7, we 
calculate the different Hubble· "constants" as a function of the cosmic 
evolution epochs. In Sec. 8, the time dependence of the cosmological 
"constant" is derived. In Sec. 9; we give a short summary. The values of 
physical constants, used in this work, are given in Refs. [7, 10]. 

2 The necessary equations and parameters 

In Refs. [2-�], we have generally derived k = 0 by Qtot 
= 1 and Q tot (z) = 1, so 

that in the ACDM model the Friedmann-Lemaitre Equations are given by 

H2 = ( � r = 8,rtN p+-c32 A (2.1) 
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(Table VI) as a result of a new interpretation of the dark matter and dark 
energy, which are needed in the second half of Sec. 7. · · 

Using the data of Tables III to V, these considerations, ·derived in this Sec. 2 
for the universe, are also valid for the anti-universe. 

3 Final state and big bang as well as the time reversal solution 

and the eternal cyclic evolution of universe and anti-universe 

In this Sec. 3, via results of Refs. (1, 2], we.give a detailed review, whereat we 
show the relationship between the final state of the universe and the big bang. 

3.1 The final state of the universe and the big bang. 

According to the results of Refs. [1, 2]; in this chapter, via the relationship 
between the final state of the universe and the big bang (see also Sec. 3.11), we 
calculate their parameters. 

At the time teff ==8.034·10 17 s==25.46Gyr (see Eq. (2.28)) or the scale 

factor Reff = 2.67 -1026 m (see Eq. (2.26)), we have the end of the "present" 
accelerated expansion because of the effective equilibrium (see Eq. (2.26)), so 
that here the final value of the dark ( d) energy Ed is found via the vacuum 

energy density Pvac,A c
2 = QAPoc c

2 = 3.27 · 103 eV cm-3 (see Eq. (2.32)) to 

Ed = 0.APocC2 
½ 7r a:ff, (3.1) 

where the proper distance d eff is defined by 
deff = Reff reff = Reff r (3 .2) . 

with r = reff 
as t];ie dimensionless, time-independent, comoving coordinate· 

distance (see Refs. (1, 2, 6, 8, 11]). 
Using the hypothesis of the joint origin of the dark matter and dark energy by 

the three ster,ile, neutrino types v A, vdm and v
b (see, e.g., Ref. [1]), we can 

assume that this dark energy Ed must be distributed among the decay products 
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df2 1 .= df2 -

dn = 1.08 · 1029 cm of the distance dn , we obtain the energy 
uncertainty 

. . lie . -35 
E12 =6kT88 =-�S:9.14-10 eV 

- 2dr21
(3.135) 

for _the decay products of the 3 sterile neutrino types of the dark energy ( see 
Sec. 3.1). Therefore, in the final state df2 of the (massive) universe, for 

Et (r) = Et(½ v) , the energy uncertainty 6 kTBB = .3 x Et (r) + 3 x Et(½ v) of 
these decay products is correspondingly identical with the triple sum of the rest 
energies of the photons E0 (r)=kT88 =1.563-10-35 eV (see Eq. (6.1 b)) and 
of the gravitons E0_(G) = kT88 = 1.563 -10-'-35 ev· (see Eq. (6.1 a))}. These two 
new assumptions are based on the existence of the sterile neutrino-antineutrino 
pairs in the final state of the universe because of the Dirac theory, since one 
sterile neU:trino-antineutrino pair determines these decay properties of the 
sterile neutrinos. Thus, the final state df2 of the universe is a result of these 
photons and gravitons in an unstable equilibrium, which is destroyed by the 
gigantic potential energy (3 .134 ), so that. it gives the transition from the final 
state of the universe in the directiqn to the big bang. Then, the proper distance 
df2 is determined by the quantum :O.uctuation df2 1 = df2 -dn = 1.08 • 1029 cm , 

i:e. the assum,ption Pvac = Pn = Pi2 x (Tj_/T2)3 is a function of df2 = c tr-2 
(see· 

Eqs. (3.75 a) or (3.118)). 
Using the data- of Tables III to V, all these events are also valid for the 

transition from the final state of the anti-universe in direction to the big bang. 
With that, we have precisely and uniquely proved the eternal cyclic evolution 

of the anti-universe and the universe. 

4 The explanation of the present dark matter and dark energy 

Because of several incorrect interpretations in Ref. [1], we perform _here once 
more the explanation of the present dark matter and dark energy, whereat these 
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Exceptionally, because of the new introduction of Jhe normal (v A ' II dm ' vb ) 
and the total ( v A , v dm , 1\ , v cMB ) dark energy (see above), we u�e the 
improved data· of Table VI in Eqs. (7.19) to (7.29) for the important 
confirmation of the far-reaching conclusion in Sec. 7. 

Consequently, using the data of Tables III to V including VI, the results, 
derived in this _Sec. 4 for the universe, are also valid for the anti-universe. 

5 The new thermal equilibrium and the light neutrinos 

Via the results (2.47)to (2.50), we can.directly support the in,troduction of the 
new thermal equilibrium by the assumptions 

kT = kT0(ve ) = E0(ve) = (1.589j·_gi:)•10-3eV, 

kT = k7'o(vµ) = E0(vµ) = (8.85j:i!)·l0-3eV, 

· · kT = kT0(v,.);,, E0(vi- ) = ( 4.93�gJi) · 10-2eV
kT = kTo(Lr;) = Lfo(vi ) = (5.97�g:ij) · 10-2

ev.

Then, the assumptions (5.1) to (5.4) yield the redshift conditions 

and 

· 1 . ( ) = Eo(ve) = 6 766 +zo Ve -- • -,_ kT0 

E0 (v ) 
l+z (v )= µ =37.68o µ kT: 

0

1 + z (v ) = 

Eo(vi-)
= 209.9 . 0 i-

kT: 0

" L.Eo(v;) 1 + Zo(L.Jr;) == l
kT: 

_ = 254.2 . 
' 0 

For N(T) = 3.362644 (see Eq. (2.6)), the expression (25) yields 

Qr = .!_ N (T) Qr = 9 .18 · 10-5 •
2 

' 
. 

(5.1) 
(5.2) 

(5.3) 
(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 
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Then, tiling Eqs. (2.61) to (2.67) as well as (5.5) to (5.9), we get semi
empirically the identical connections 

and 

a = n 
O LJJ I 

= n L..Jj O I 

= 0 0391 
[ l+z ('°' v.) ]½ [ '°' E (v.)]½ 

GUT r l + Zreion (LrJ r kT(Lr1) · . '
. ½ ½ a = [

n 
1 + zo(v�) 

] 2 = [n Eo(v,.)] 
2 = 0 0391our r l+zreion

(v,.
) r kT(v,.) 

. '

a = n
° µ = n ° µ = 0 0391 [ 

1 + i ( V ) ]½ [ E ( V ) ]½ 
GUT • r l+zreion

(vµ
) r k'f(v

/.
J . 

(5J0) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

in excellent agreement with Eq. (2.59). 
The results (5.10) to (5.13) can be considered also as a reasonable argument 

for th.e introduction of the new thermal equilibrium in Refs. [1-5). 
Using the data of Tables III to V, these considerations, derived in this Sec. 5 

for the universe, are also valid for the anti-universe. 

6 Rest energy of photons and gravitons including conclusions 

To this day, it was assumed that the rest energies of the photons and the 
gravitons are zero. Therefore, we expect for their rest energies greater than zero 
also the same values. Then, the results (3 .108) and (3 .109) permit unique 
conclusions about the rest energy of the gravitons (G) and the photons ( r ). 
Consequently, by Eq. (3 .108), we have the first condition 

E .2 4/ R3 
E (G) = kT, = _H_ = Poe C /J 1[ 0 2: 1.563-10-35 eV (6 .1 a) o w ½M ½N 

.2 0 2 0 
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Be.cause of the assumption E0 (y)= E0(G) [see Eq. (6.2)], the results (3.107) 
and (3.108) mean that for th� universe we must a�sume the proper energy 

½
2E

H = 2Poe c
2 
¾ n-RJ = Poe c2 

½ n-(Ro 2 3 )
3 
= .

= Poe c2 ¾ n-(Ro r)3 
� 1.039 )089 eV, (6.65) 

where r = 2½ 
= 1.26 _ is again the dimensionless time-independent �.omoving 

coordinate of the proper distance d = R
0 
r . 

Using the data of Tables III to V, the results, derived from Eqs. (6.44) to 
(6.65) for the massive universe, are also valid for the massive anti-universe. 

7 Hubble "constants" as a function of cosmic evolution epochs

The Hubble "constants" determine how fast the universe expands over the 
time. Because of Eq. (6;10), they must possess discontinuities in the cosmic • 
evolution. · 

By Eqs. (6.6) to (6.9); we have derived the values of the Hubble parameters 

HBB = z
0
(y)/tBB = 9.643-1074 s-1 = 2.976-1094 km s-1 Mpc-1 (see Eq. (6.7)) 

and Hp1 =z
0 (y)/tp1 =l:234-1012 s-1 =3.808-1031 km s-1 Mpc-1 (see Eq. (6.9)) 

for the massless universe ( RaB s R s Rp1 ). They ar� the limiting values of the 
continuous function (6.12). However, between the Hubble parameters 
Hp1 

�z
0
(y)/tp1 

=l.234-1012 s-1 =3.808,1031 km s'.""1 Mpc-1 (see above) and
Hp1 = 1/2tp1 = 9.275-1 042 s-1 � 2.862-1062 km �-I Mpc-1 [lower limiting value 
of the. early massive universe ( Rp1 s R s Ro) according to the new inflation 
model (see Eqs. (2.14) to (2.18))], we have a discontinuity (see Eq. (6.10)). 
-The�e Hubble parameters are father than that of the Planck observations 2013 
[12], which yield H0 = 2.181-10-18 s·1 = 67.3kms-1 Mpc-1 (see Table I). The 
connection between all these values is given by Eq. (6.10). Consequently, 
instead ofEqs. (6.7) and (6.10), we can also write 
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This excellent agreement confirms our hypothesis that the joint origin of the 
dark matter and dark energy is based on the sterile neutrinos [ 1-4] as well· as 
their breakup and decay products (see above and Ref; [1]). This result supports 
also the introduction of the normal ( n;) and the total ( n;* ) dark energy in 
the present work (see the second half of Sec. 4): 

Using the data of Tables III to VI, the corresponding results, derived in Sec. 
7 for the massive universe, are also valid for the massive anti-universe. 

8. The time depen�ence of the cosmological "constant''

The cosmological "constant" problem has a complex history [21]. In this work,· 
for the total (massless and massive) universe, the vacuum energy densities or 
cosmological "constpnts", introduced a.lready in R�fs. [l, 2] as variable 
quantities, are compared with the prediction of the quantum field theory. For 
.this goal, they are written in their time-dependent form, whereat the 

· considerations c1re initially restricted to the results of Sec. 3.1. Firstly, we take
into account only the 3 limiting cases (Hubble time (TH), Planck time { tp1) ·and
big· bang { t88 )). Secondly, we treat generally the case t :S: tp1 .' Thirdly, we 
cons_ider the case t ;::: tp1• _

Now, we describe firstly the 3 limiting cases (Hubble time, Planck time and
big bang). For the Hubble time TH = 1/ H0 :;:; 4.585-1017 

s, we have

or 

2 2 . 3Hlc
2

Pvac,A C = QAPocC = QA - .., 

= 
8.1r Crf.l 

3 c2 - 3 -3
=OA 2 =3.27·10 eVcm 

81rGN TH 

--�-- ----·--

(8.1) 

(8.2) 
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confirmed the derivation of the quantum gravity [1, 2] by the gravitation via 
the particle-antiparticle pafrs of. the quantum vacuum [1, 2]. 

Besides, this solution corroborates the. correctness of the estimation of the 
parameters of the big bang [l, 21, the new inflation model [1-5], the (light [1-
5], heavy [1-4] and sterile [1-4]) neutrinos as well as the SUSY GUT particles (X 
and V gauge bosons [1-5] as well as magnetic monopoles [1-5]). Consequently, 
the conception of the SUSY GUT is now well established within the theories of 
the early universe. 

Using the data of Tables III to V, the results, derived in this Sec. 8 for the 
massless and massive universe, are also valid for the massless and massive 
anti-universe. 

9 Summary 

We have derived the transition from the final state of the universe and anti
universe to the big bang (origin) via the cqmplete sterile (anti)neutrino decay 
and the- quantum gravity. With that, we have solved precisely and uniquely 
this fundamental problem, whereat we have confirmed the explanation that 

I 

the present dark matter and dark energy can be attributed to the invisible 
decay and breakup products of the sterile neutrinos. We have proved that the 
massless universe and anti-universe exist by zero-point oscillations. Finally, we 
have also shown that the massive universe and anti-universe can be explained 
reasonably by zero-point oscillations. 

By aid of the time-dependent vacuum energy densities cir cosmological 
"constants", we confirm the predictions of the quantum field theory. 

The final age of the universe and the anti-universe was confirmed to 
t
f2 

= 6883 Gyr, derived in Refs. [l, 2]. The lifetime T II of the _sterile neutrinos

[1, 2] was also confirmed to 'r11 =35.llGyr [1, 2]. The rest. energy of the 

photons was estimated to E0(r) = 1.563 • 10-35eV . This estimatioi:i is confirmed 

by the measured general galactic magnetic field. It was assumed that the rest 
energy of the gravitons has probably the same valµe as at the photons. 
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SU(2) x U(l) model" (see, e.g., Refs. [10, 18]), the hot big bang model (see, 
e.g

'.
, Refs. (6-12]) and "the SUSY GUT transitiqn" (see, e.g., Ref. [7]), used in 

Refs. [1-5], which are the fundamental basis of this work 
The "dark energy" was not introduced a priori in the ACDM model. This 

dark energy is based on the convincing experimental observation of the 
expansion of the universe by Hubble because by. this discovery Einstein' 
cosmological constant A, introduced by him to get a static universe, has 
obtained a Renzj.ssance via the quantum field theory as vacuum energy density 
(negative pressure), which in the works ''[1, 2] was thus connected with the 
cosmologi9al "constant" and the dark eµergy as variable quantities. This work 
supports once more this hypothesis [l, 2] "by the transition to a time-dependent 
vacuum · energy density · or cosmological "constant" in the eternal cyclic 
evolution of the total (massless and massive) universe and anti-universe. This 
assumption is confirmed by discovery of the present accelerated cosmic 
expansion [7], defined as the corresponding "present dark energy" [1, 2]. 
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